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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
School District No. 23 (Central Okanagan) and the British Columbia Securities Commission 
(BCSC) and Nexus Consortium (2001) Inc. partnered to conduct the 2008 Graduate Outcomes 
Survey. The BCSC is the independent provincial government agency responsible for 
regulating trading in securities in B.C. The BCSC has always emphasized education as an 
important tool of securities regulation. 
 
This is the fourteenth survey conducted by School District No. 23 (SD23) and Nexus 
Consortium as part of a continuing assessment of graduate outcomes. As in previous years, 
the 2008 survey identified whether or not the graduates had gained employment; whether or 
not they had gone on to post-secondary education or training; and whether or not their school 
learning and experiences had prepared them for life, work, and further education.  
 
In previous surveys, the graduates did not feel that their high school education had prepared 
them to manage their finances. To assess the recent graduates’ current financial life skills, and 
their high school experience to prepare them to manage their finances, the 2007 Survey added 
thirteen questions. The BCSC developed these questions in consultation with the research 
firm and the school district. By surveying recent high school graduates, the BCSC would like 
to find out if young adults in B.C. are becoming more financially literate.   
 
The B.C. Ministry of Education introduced a new course called Planning 10 in the 2004-2005 
school year. This four part course includes: Graduation Program, Education and Careers, 
Health, and Finances. Planning 10, including the 20 hour Finances component, is mandatory 
for all grade 10 students in the province. The BCSC provides a resource for teachers in B.C. 
to teach Planning10: Finances. The 2007 graduates were the first graduates of this new 
course.  
 
The 2008 telephone survey of former SD23 graduates yielded a sample of 359 graduates from 
2006 and 2008. The sample of graduates from the five SD23 high schools is proportionately 
representative of the graduation population over the two years. A sample of this size provides 
adequate statistical strength to ensure accuracy within ±4.9 in 19 times out of 20.  
 
During October 2008, a survey team of seven senior students conducted the phone surveys. 
Personnel from Nexus Consortium in collaboration with SD23 Career Programs staff 
recruited, trained, and supervised the team. The following is a summary of the findings. 
 
Generally, graduates had attended most or all of their classes. Most of the graduates had set 
career goals in high school, had selected subjects related to those goals, and still have those 
same goals. The graduates now spend the majority of their time working or going to school. 
 
The graduates were moderately satisfied with their high school experience. Satisfaction was 
highest with the quality of teaching, and lowest with learning activities in the community, 
these ratings have been consistent over the years. Relevance of courses received the highest 
rating in six years. Satisfaction with school counseling received the lowest rating in six years. 
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To assess what people and experiences had helped the graduates stay in school and graduate, 
SD23 added a new question in the 2008 Survey. A friend/peer and a caring teacher were most 
frequently identified as retention factors, while a counsellor and extra curricular activities 
were least frequently identified. Females were more likely than males to identify career 
experiences, counselors, and significant adults outside of school as positive retention factors. 
The graduating school made a difference in some of the reported retention factors. 
 
Most graduates reported that, while in school, they had received information about post-
secondary institutions and programs.  
 
Post-secondary enrolment has increased; this survey showed the highest percentage in seven 
years. Over sixty percent of those had enrolled in degree programs. Almost three-quarters had 
enrolled in local programs offered at the University of British Columbia - Okanagan or 
Okanagan College. Most often, parents, peers, and teachers had influenced their choice of 
post-secondary programs.  
 
The 2006 graduates were more likely to have taken some post-secondary program. Females 
were as likely as males to have taken further education. Most graduates are still enrolled in 
their programs.  
 
Graduates were satisfied with their high school preparation for post-secondary education. 
They were most satisfied with their preparation for working on project teams, and using 
technology in post-secondary. They were least satisfied with their preparation for writing 
papers and researching information. 
  
Most of the graduates who had not enrolled in post-secondary education are currently 
working. Most do intend to begin a new educational or training program soon.  
 
Most graduates had received information in high school about work opportunities and over 
eighty percent are currently working. Less than half of all graduates are working full-time. 
The unemployed are looking for work or going to school.  
 
The graduates were moderately satisfied with their high school preparation for work and life. 
Satisfaction ratings for preparation for both life and work were significantly higher in:  2008 
graduates; those who had received information about work opportunities; those who had 
reported more attendance; and those who had set career goals in high school. Graduates were 
most satisfied with their preparation for working with others and using technology.  They 
were least satisfied with their preparation for sustaining their emotional wellbeing and 
managing finances. 
 
Less than one-third of all graduates were satisfied with how well their high school education 
had prepared them for managing their finances. Yet this was the highest satisfaction rate for 
this question in six years.  Males were more satisfied.   
 
The 2008 graduates did report learning more in high school about managing finances than did 
the 2006 graduates and were more satisfied with their financial preparation. Planning 10: 
Finances, taken by the 2008 grads, may account for the increased learning. Those surveyed 
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who reported increased learning in high school about finances also reported increased 
satisfaction with their preparation for managing their finances.  
 
A financial plan is a written document that organizes long term expenses and income, 
identifies possible assets/resources, and outlines the steps needed to meet financial goals. The 
2008 graduates should have learned how to prepare a financial plan in Planning 10 and 
completed one for graduation credit.  
 
Over half of all graduates reported that they had written a transitional financial plan in high 
school. The 2008 graduates were more likely to have prepared one than the 2006 graduates.  
 
Overall, fewer graduates had current written financial plans. There were no differences in 
graduation year or gender or previous experience in writing a transitional financial plan.  
When asked why they didn’t have a current written financial plan, the most common reason 
given was that they didn’t need one. This is not surprising. The 2008 graduates would have 
just left high school and may have recently put together a transitional financial plan. 2006 
graduates were also more likely to report they didn’t know what a financial plan was or how 
to do one.  
 
Less than half the graduates had a credit card; those with a card were more likely to be 2006 
graduates. Credit cards were owned almost equally by males and females. Thirty-eight 
percent of credit card holders knew the correct annual interest rate charged. Less than one-
third admitted to not knowing the interest charges.  
 
Almost all graduates in both graduation years said that they were saving money. Almost half 
were saving for school.  
 
Most graduates could suggest a timeframe for when they planned to start saving for 
retirement; many would start saving now. Very few graduates had no plan whatsoever for 
saving for retirement.  
 
While most graduates are probably not investing their money at this stage in their lives, they 
did feel confident that they knew where to look to learn more about investing skills. 
When asked to describe their buying habits, more than two-thirds demonstrated that they had 
critical thinking skills. They said that they would save in order to buy something, research 
prices and quality, or wait for a sale. Less than one-third admitted that they might be impulse 
buyers.  
 
Many graduates understood some of the fraudulent pitches used by scam artists. Just over half 
correctly identified all four signs of fraud. The most frequently identified sign of fraud was an 
offer with no written information. Guaranteed high returns with no risk was the least likely to 
be identified as a potential sign of fraud.   
 
Graduates were confident of their money management skills, but not overconfident. Asked to 
grade themselves as money managers on a scale of 1 to 5, the respondents averaged 3.58 out 
of a possible 5.  
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The apprentice group in this survey was very small and thus the findings may not represent all 
apprentice graduates in the school district. The apprentice graduates are all working, mostly 
full-time. Most have enrolled in further education or training. Most apprentice graduates 
reported a successful transition to what they are now doing. 
 
There appears to be a trend toward continuing education, though perhaps not immediately 
post high school. Nearly all graduates who had not yet enrolled in a post-secondary program 
do intend to take a program. The majority of graduates who have completed or dropped their 
original post-secondary programs do intend to enrol again. Many of those graduates still 
enrolled in a program do intend to take another program.  
 
In response to an invitation to make one concluding statement about their schooling, 
respondents made mostly positive statements. Besides the many general comments, graduates 
commented most frequently about curriculum, teachers, and preparation for post-secondary. 
The graduates also had many suggestions for the School District to consider.  
 
This project was done in cooperation with SD No.23 Career Programs. The seven student 
surveyors were involved in the survey design and data collection. They invested 
approximately 35 hours and received equivalent work hour credits, an honorarium, and a 
personal letter of reference. When evaluating the project, all seven students would 
recommend it to other students. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
The 2008 Graduate Outcomes Survey is the fourteenth conducted by the School District and 
Nexus Consortium as part of a continuing assessment of School District No.23 (SD23) 
graduate outcomes. As in past years, high school students were trained and supervised to 
carry out the phone survey. 
 
The 2008 survey retained the emphasis of the previous surveys to identify whether or not 
students had obtained employment; whether or not they had gone on to post-secondary 
education or training; and whether or not their high school learning and experiences had 
prepared them for life, work, and further education.  
 
In the 2004-2005 school year, the B.C. Ministry of Education introduced Planning 10 as a 
mandatory Grade 10 course to replace Career and Personal Planning 11 and 12 (CAPP). 
Designed to assist in planning the transition from high school, Planning 10 is a four credit 
course which includes: Graduation Program, Education and Careers, Health, and Finances 
(see B.C. Ministry of Education, http://www.bced.gov.bc.ca/irp/plan10.pdf). The 2007 class 
were the first graduates of this new course.  
 
In previous surveys, SD23 high school graduates have been dissatisfied with their preparation 
for managing their finances.  In 2007, thirteen questions designed to assess high school 
preparation for managing finances were added to the survey. These financial questions were 
developed through consultation with the British Columbia Securities Commission (BCSC), a 
new partner in the 2007 Graduate Outcomes Survey.  
 
The BCSC is an independent provincial government agency that is responsible for regulating 
security trading in the province. One of its major mandates is investor education. In 
participating in the Graduate Outcomes Survey, BCSC hopes to evaluate the long term impact 
of high school education on financial preparedness of our youth and identify financial 
learning needs in our young adults. 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
The Survey Process 
 
The draft 2008 Graduate Outcomes Survey was reviewed and revised by personnel from 
SD23 Career Programs, the BCSC, and Nexus. It was then critiqued and piloted by the 
student surveyors as part of their training. The final 2008 survey is attached (see Appendix 
A). 
 
The Graduate Outcomes Survey follows basic research process and uses conventional phone 
survey methodology. 
 
Recruitment and Training of Student Surveyors 
 
Nexus and SD23 personnel developed a job description for prospective student surveyors and 
met with Career Prep Counsellors to promote the project. The posting invited students in 
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Grades 11 and 12 to submit a resume and a cover letter. Six female and one male student were 
accepted as student surveyors for the 4 week project.  
 
The training sessions focused on research process, survey design, and phone interviews, and 
stressed ethical principles of confidentiality and anonymity. After practising with the survey, 
the student surveyors received feedback in a trial phone call.  
 
Sampling 
 
The Nexus researcher created the sample from the graduate lists provided by SD23. The lists 
were refined to include only graduates with recorded phone numbers from the five traditional 
schools. The graduate population totaled 3,279; 1,630 graduates from 2006, and 1,649 from 
2008. A sampling ratio of 1:2 was used to randomly select 1,640 for the calling lists. 
Stratified random sampling was used to replicate the proportion of graduates from each 
school.  
 

The Sample 
 
Completed surveys provided a total sample of 359 graduates.  161 (45%) graduated in 2006 
while 198 (55%) graduated in 2008. 174 (48%) were female, and 185 (52%) were male. The 
distribution of sampled graduates from the five different SD23 schools closely represents the 
distribution of graduates in 2006 and 2008. This is illustrated in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Graduate Population and Number of Surveys Completed per School 
 

 GRAD POPULATION SAMPLE 
SECONDARY 
SCHOOL 

Total # of 
Grads in 2006 

& 2008 

% of SD 23 
2006 & 2008 

Grads 

# of 
Respondents 

% of 
Respondents 

George Elliot  303 9% 33 9% 
Kelowna  982 30% 113 32% 
Mount Boucherie 
Senior 

867 27% 91 25% 

Okanagan Mission  342 10% 33 9% 
Rutland Senior 785 24% 89 25% 

     
TOTALS  3279 100% 359 100% 

 
Confidence in the Results 
 
A sample of 359 from a population of 3279 graduates is large enough to make predictions 
based on a known chance of error.  Using a confidence level of 95% means that there is only a 
5% chance that our findings are caused by chance. In 19 times out of 20, the sample results 
will fall within a given margin of error from the true population figure.  For this year's survey 
we are 95% certain that the results are accurate within a margin of error of ± 4.9%. 
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FINDINGS 
 
Reporting of the Findings 
 
Occasionally a graduate did not respond to the question, so totals may be less than 359. In 
reporting the percentages in this report, numbers were rounded off to the nearest whole 
integer; therefore the total percentage may exceed 100.  
 
Statistical analysis has been used to report the findings. When the degree of difference 
between groups exceeds that of chance, the difference is said to be statistically significant. 
 
Differences and comparisons to findings in past surveys are footnoted.  Direct comparisons 
between the survey findings are not always possible due to slight changes in questions or 
analytical procedures.  
 
In High School  
 
Graduates reported that they had attended all (56%), most (36%), or some (8%) of their 
classes. During their high school program, almost all (93%) of the respondents had received 
information about post-secondary institutions. Most (85%) had also received information 
about the choices of programs. This is the second highest reported information for both 
institutions and programs in the past seven years.1 The year of graduation did not make a 
difference in receiving information. 
 
The majority of graduates (306 or 85%) in our sample stated they had not been a Career 
Program student of any kind. According to the graduates, only 34 (10%) had been a Career 
Prep student. In the past seven years, this is the lowest percentage that identified themselves 
as Career Prep graduates. Of those 34 Career Prep students, 25 (74%) had completed work 
experience.  

Satisfaction with High School Experience 
 
Graduates were asked to rate their satisfaction with five different components of their high 
school experience. Total satisfaction with their high school experience was then derived by 
averaging the respective sub-questions.  
 
As in previous surveys, graduates were generally satisfied with their high school experience. 
With a scale of 1=dissatisfied, 2=neutral, and 3=satisfied, the average rating was 2.52 out of a 
possible 3.  On the subcomponents in Table 2, they were most satisfied with the quality of 
teaching and least satisfied with learning activities in the community.  
 

                                                 
1 For information about post-secondary institutions, the percentage who had received information ranged from 
84% in 2002 to 94% in 2007. For information about programs, the range was 74% in 2002 to 86% in 2007. 
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There are differences in some satisfaction ratings over the past six years. Over the years, 
graduates have consistently rated their satisfaction with the Quality of Teaching the highest, 
around 80% satisfied. See Table 2 for fluctuations in graduate satisfaction. 
 
Table 2: Satisfaction with High School Experience, Comparison of Survey Years 2  
 
 Quality 

of teaching 
Career 

Program 
Advising 

School 
Counselling 

Services 

Learning 
Activities 

in the 
Community 

Relevance 
of Courses 

Responded  
Satisfied in 
2008 survey 

79% 
 

49% 
 

59% 
 

35% 
 

73% 
 

Average in  
2008 Survey 

2.75 2.39 2.50 2.25 2.66 

      
Range of 
“Satisfied” 
Responses 
over Survey 
Years   

 
stable 

 
49% (2008) 

 
to 
 

62% (2004) 

 
59% (2008) 

 
to 
 

67% (2005) 

 
33% (2005) 

 
to 
 

45% (2007) 

 
64% (2003) 

 
to 
 

73% (2008) 
 

Retention Factors 
 
To assess what people and experiences had helped the graduates stay in school and graduate, 
SD23 added a new question in the 2008 Survey. Nine possible factors were suggested to the 
graduates and they were asked to discriminate which had contributed as retention factors for 
them. A friend/peer and a caring teacher were most frequently identified as retention factors, 
while a counsellor and extra curricular activities were least frequently identified. Table 3 and 
Figure 1 demonstrate the responses.  
 

                                                 
2 Note that each survey year surveyed two graduating classes; e.g., the 2004 survey surveyed 2002 and 2004 
graduates; the 2006 survey surveyed 2004 and 2006 graduates. 
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Table 3: Identified Retention Factors 
 

RETENTION FACTOR # RESPONDED 
“YES” 

% RESPONDED 
“YES” 

A counsellor 164 46% 
Extra curricular school activities /teams 184 51% 
Noon hour activities & fun school events 187 52% 
Career experiences/explorations 213 59% 
A significant adult 
(outside of school) 

256 71% 

School academic expectations & support 271 76% 
The variety of courses 277 77% 
A caring teacher 286 80% 
A friend or peer 298 83% 
   
Other  15 4% 

 
Figure 1: Identified Retention Factors 
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Retention Factors
 

Within the graduates who identified certain retention factors, several patterns emerged. 
Females were more likely than males to identify career experiences, counsellors and 
significant adult as positive retention factors. The 2008 grads were more likely than the 2006 
grads to identify variety of courses, fun activities, extra curricular activities, and friends/peers 
as retention factors.  
 
The school made a difference in some of the reported retention factors. Graduates who 
identified the variety of courses as a retention factor were most likely to have graduated from 
Rutland Senior Secondary (RSS) and least likely to have graduated from George Elliott 
Secondary (GES). Okanagan Mission Secondary grads (OKM) were most likely to identify 
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extracurricular activities as a retention factor; RSS grads were least likely. RSS grads were 
most likely to identify counselors as a retention factor; GES grads were least likely.  
 
Fifteen graduates suggested “other” retention factors. Most of these could be classified as 
internal factors or self-motivated.   

Career Goals 
 
In high school, 74% of all respondents set career goals for themselves while 26% did not. 3  
As in previous surveys, the majority (85%) of those who set career goals also selected high 
school subjects related to their goals.  
 
Most (79%) of the graduates still held the same career goals they had set in high school while 
21% did not. Seventy-three percent of those who changed their career goals did so because 
their interests had changed. The other 27% changed their goals for varied reasons.  
 
After graduation 
 
Many of the 2006 and 2008 graduates are both working and attending school. When asked for 
how the majority of time is spent, working and school were equal responses. Of the seven 
grads who stated “other” as their major activity, five were unemployed and looking for work. 
One was travelling, one was doing nothing.  Graduation year did not affect the major activity 
named.  
 
The major activity of females and males differed. For their major activity, 56% of the females 
were attending school, while 44% were working. For the males, 56% were working, while 
44% were attending school. The largest difference was in the 2006 female grads in which 
63% were attending school, and only 37% were working.    

Successful Transition 
 
The majority of graduates (296, 83%) reported a successful transition to what they are doing 
now. Another 47 (13%) reported a somewhat successful transition, while 16 (5%) did not 
report a successful transition. While gender and graduation year did not prove to influence 
transition, enrolment in post-secondary education did.  Figure 2 shows that those graduates 
who had enrolled in some post-secondary education were more likely to report a successful 
transition. 
 

                                                 
3 In previous surveys, the percentage who had set career goals in high school ranged from 73% (2004) to 77%  
(2007).  
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Figure 2: Successful Transition, by Enrolment in Post-secondary Education 
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Figure 3 illustrates that those who had set career goals in high school also tended to report a 
more successful transition.   
 
Figure 3: Successful Transition by Career Goals 
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Those graduates who reported higher satisfaction with preparation for post-secondary 
education also reported a more successful transition. However, those graduates who reported 
higher satisfaction with preparation for life or work did not tend to report a more successful 
transition. 
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Enrolled in Post-secondary Education or Training 
 
Figure 4 shows that 254 (71%) of the graduates had enrolled in some post-secondary 
education or training, while 105 (29%) had not. This is the highest enrolment percentage in 
the past seven years. The enrolment was equally distributed between males and females.  
 
Figure 4: Enrolled in Education/Training since Graduation 
 

 

 
The 2006 graduates were more likely to have enrolled in post-secondary education/training.  
Figure 5 shows that 85% of the 2006 Graduates had enrolled in some post-secondary program 
compared to 59% of the 2008 graduates. 4  
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Figure 5:  Enrolment in Post-secondary Education, by Graduation Year 

 
                                                 
4 Consistent with previous surveys, fewer of the more recent grads have enrolled at the time of the survey. At 
85%, the percentage of 2006 grads enrolled is the highest ever recorded for a grad year in these surveys. 
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Most graduates (155 or 61%) had taken post-secondary programs leading to a degree. These 
results are very similar to the 2007 survey. 
 
Table 4: Type of Post-secondary Program 
 
 2006 & 2008 Grads 
 Number Percentage 
Degree 155 61 
Diploma/Certificate 84 33 
Upgrading 15 6 
   
Totals  254 100 
 
As Figure 6 shows, 72% had enrolled in local programs offered by the University of British 
Columbia Okanagan (UBC-O) or Okanagan College (OC).  Over the past five years the 
ercentage of graduates attending local major institutions has increased from 52% in 2003 to

6

 
The choice of post-secondary programs for these graduates was influenced by the parents 
(54%), peers/friends (17%) and teachers (15%). High school counsellors (8%), other relatives 
(8%), location (6%), and finances (6%) were less frequently reported as influences.  

                                                

p  
65% in 2006 and now 72% in both 2007 and 2008. 5

 
igure 6: Enrolment in Post-secondary Programs by Institution F

 

 
5 Graduates attending local programs offered by BCIT and some private institutions are not included in these 
numbers. 
6 Three apprentice students, 1 military, and one other are not included in this graph.  
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The ma rolled in 

program

jority (84%) of those who enrolled in post-secondary education are still en
their program while 11% percent had completed their program. Six percent had dropped their 

. 

Satisfaction with High School Preparation for Post-secondary Education/Training 

The graduates who did enrol in post-secondary training or education were asked to rate their 
satisfaction with how well high school had prepared them for post-secondary education. On a 

 1-10, with 10 being very satisfied, the average was 7.26. Table 5 and Figure 7 
atisfaction ratings for preparation for post-secondary education.  

Table 5: Satisfaction with Preparation for Post-secondary Education: 
   Numbers and their Ratings 

 Satisfaction Rating 7  

 

scale from
present the s
 

 
 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Totals
Num 253 8  ber of Respondents 7 4 1 8 14 32 52 69 47 19 
% of Respondents 2.8 1.6 .4 3.2 5.5 12.6 20.6 27.3 18.6 7.5 100 

  
Figure 7:  Satisfaction Ratings: Preparation for Post-secondary Education 
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F y sign if e  i e a  .  a ion and 
nder did not influence the satisfaction ratings. Those who reported receiving information 

 for post-
econdary. Graduates who reported attending more classes also reported higher satisfaction 

for high school preparation for post-secondary education.  

                                                

ew factors made an ificant d fer nce n th satisf ction rating  Year of gr duat
ge
about post-secondary programs did report higher satisfaction in their preparation
s

 
7 Rating fractions were rounded up in this table; e.g, 6.5 became 7  
8 254 grads had enrolled in a post-secondary program; 1 grad did not respond to this question. 
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The graduates were also asked to rate their satisfaction on preparation for several academic 
skills. On a scale of 1-3 with dissatisfied=1, neutral =2, and satisfied =3, the average 
satisfaction rating for this question was 2.38 out of a possible 3.  Table 6 shows the 
satisfaction responses for different academic skills. Similar to previous findings, the graduates 
were most satisfied with their preparation for working in project teams, using technology in 
post-secondary and writing exams. They were least satisfied with their preparation for 
researching information and writing papers.  
 
Table 6: Satisfaction with High School Preparation for Further Education/Training, 

Comparative Ratings over Survey Years (2003 – 2008) 
 

 High School Preparation for:  
 

*Note changes in 2008 Survey wording from previous surveys* 

 

Studying Writing 
Exams 

Writing 
Papers 

 

Using 
Technology 

in Post-

Researching 
Information 
 

Working 
on Project 

Teams 

ly: 
ng on 

“ 

*  
Previously: 
“Writing 

Assignments”

secondary 
* 

Previously: 
“Using 

Computers” 

* 
Previously: 
“Library 

Research” 

 
*  

Previous
“Worki

Projects 
Responded  51% 57% 44% 
Satisfied in 
2008 Survey 

      
59% 49% 69% 

Average in 
2008 Survey 

2.32 2.41 2.19 2.45 2.32 2.61 

       
Range of 
“Satisfied” 
Responses 

45%  
(2005) 

to 

54% 
(2005) 
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44% 
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006) 
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T 94%) of the 105 graduates are currently working, mostly (73%) full-time. 9   
Seventy-nine percent of the 2006 grads are working full-time. Surprisingly 72% of the 2008 
grads also have obtained full-tim k. Of the eight who are unemploye  are loo or 
w
 
O hese tes ha reer g high sc ost (8 ad sele

or their g d mos  still h same g

n in previous years.10  Only 71% of 
oing now, while 19% reported a 

e to group size, 
11

  
. They had graduated from 

7%) went to UBCO and one into an apprenticeship. Of the 14 who continued their 
 

 

.   

in high school, 73% still had those same goals, and 
related to their goals. Fifteen (79%) of the nineteen 
ansition to what they are doing now, one (5%) reported 

                                              

he majority (

e wor d, six king f
ork.  

nly 67% of t
ourses f

 
oals, an
gradua d a

t (74%)
 set c o  

ad the 
als in hool. M

oals.  
1%) h cted 

c
 
This group was less enthusiastic about their transition tha
he 105 reported a successful transition to what they are dt

somewhat successful transition. Ten percent did not report a successful transition, which is 
consistent with previous survey years. 
 
High School Apprentice Graduates 
 

his year's survey included a small group of apprentice graduates which, duT
limits analysis and statistical comparisons.   The findings are included for interest rather than 
for comparison. 
 
Of the 19 Secondary School Apprentices (SSA), 17 (89%) were male, 2 (10%) were female.

ine (47%) graduated in 2006, while ten (53%) graduated in 2008N
all five schools, although the majority graduated from MBS or RSS. 
 
Fourteen (74%) of the 19 SSAs had enrolled in further education, 11 (83%) for a diploma or 
certificate, and 3 (21%) for a degree. Of the 14, 9 (64%) went to OC, 2 (14%) went to BCIT, 
nd 1 (1a

education, 2 (14%) had completed their program, 10 (71%) were still enrolled, and 2 (14%)
had dropped the program.  
 
Almost all the graduates (95%) from the SSA program are currently working, mostly full-time
(74%). The one who is unemployed and not looking for work, is attending school.  Over half  
(58%) of these apprentice graduates do intend to start a new educational or training program
 

ost SSAs (79%) had set career goals M
87% had selected high school subjects 

SA graduates reported a successful trS
a somewhat successful transition. Three (16%) apprentice graduates did not report a 
successful transition. 12

 

   
9 In the 2006 survey, 81% were working full-time. In the 2007 survey, 74%.  
10 In the 2005 survey, grads who had not enrolled in post-secondary education, reported 81% for successful 

. There seems to be great variance 

ransition to what they are doing now. The 2005-2008 
ages of successful transition. 

transition. The 2006 survey reported 77%; the 2007 survey reported only 57%
in those reporting “somewhat successful transition”.  
11 A group size of 30 is considered minimal for most statistical tests.  
12 In the 2004 survey only 70% reported a successful t
apprentice graduates are more positive, reporting much higher percent
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Career and Employment 
 
Most graduates (72%) reported that they had received information in 

13
high school about future 

b opportunities.   Almost all graduates (81%) are employed, either full or part-time.  jo
Forty-two percent are employed full-time, while forty percent are employed part-time. Table 
7 illustrates the current employment status.  
 
Table 7: Current Employment Status 
 

Employment Status Number Percent 
Working Part-time 142 40 
Working Full-time 149 42 

Total Working 291 81 
Unemployed - looking for work 19 5 
Unemployed - not looking for work    49 14 14 

     Total Unemployed 68 19 
Totals 359 100 

Satisfaction with Preparation for Work 

em 
 

ossible 10. 15  Table 8 and Figure 8 present the 

able 8: Satisfaction Ratings for Preparation for Work 
 f Respondents and their R
 

Satisfaction Rating 

 
Graduates were asked to rate their satisfaction with how well high school had prepared th
for work. On a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being very satisfied, the average rating for satisfaction
with preparation for work was 6.51 out of a p
satisfaction ratings.  
 
T

     Number o atings  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Totals 

Number of  9 18 47 57 82 78 34 11 355 16

Respondents 
10 9

Percentage of  3 3 
Respondents 

3 5 13 16 23 22 10 3 101 

 

                                                 
13 grads who received information about future work opportunities has varied from 70% in 

 6.70 in 2007. This year shows a slight drop.  

 The percentage of 
2003 to 81% in 2005.  
14 47 (96%) of the 49 unemployed who are not looking for work are attending school. 
15 The average satisfaction for preparation for work had increased slightly every year from 6.43 in the 2004 
survey to the highest of
16 Four grads, who have never worked, did not respond to this question. 
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Figure 8: Satisfaction Ratings: High School Preparation for Work 

 
 
Satisfaction ratings for preparation for work were significantly higher in the 2008 graduates.  
Other factors that increased satisfaction ratings for high school preparation for work included: 
receiving information about work opportunities; increased class attendance; and setting career 
goals in high school. 
 
Satisfaction with Preparation for Life 
 
One question assessed graduate satisfaction with how well high school had prepared them for 
life. On a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being very satisfied, the average rating for satisfaction with 
preparation for life was 7.19 out of a possible 10.17  Table 9 and Figure 9 illustrate the 
responses to this question.   
 
Table 9: Satisfaction Ratings for Preparation for Life 
     Numbers and their Ratings  
 

Satisfaction Rating Totals 

 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

Number of 
Respondents 

7 6 6 12 16 33 90 121 49 18 358 18

Percentage of 
Respondents 

2 2 2 3 5 9 25 34 14 5 101 

 

                                                 
 

07.  
17 The average satisfaction for preparation for life had increased slightly every year from 6.95 (2004) to 7.31
(2007). This 2008 average satisfaction shows a slight decline from 20
18 One graduate did not respond to this question. 
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Figure 9: Satisfaction Ratings: High School Preparation for Life 
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Satisfaction Rating for High School Preparation for Life 

The 2008 graduates rated higher in their satisfaction with their high school preparation for 
li
who: had received information about post-secondary programs or work opportunities; or 
reported increased attendance in high school; or who had set career goals in high school.  
 
Graduates were also asked to rate their satisfaction with their high school preparation on five 

ifferent life and work skills. On a sd
=3, the average satisfaction rating for this
hows the highest satisfaction for preparas

preparation for managing finances. Yet, 30 % satisfaction for preparation for managing 
finances is the highest reported satisfaction rate in the past six years.  
 
Table 10: Satisfaction with High School Preparation for Life/Work 
 
 Preparation
 rking Making Lifelong 

Learning 
Using  

Technology*
Wo

with 
 
 

 Prev sly 
wa

 “Using 
” 

Healthy 
 for 
 

ell g 
(new) 

Sustaining 
Your 

Emotional 
We eing

(new) 

Managing 
Finances 

* iou
s 

Computers

Others Choices
yo ru

Physical 
w bein

llb  
 

%
R
Satisfied  

55 
 

59
 

8
  

 who 
esponded  

 1 51 52 30 19

Average 2.48 2.49 2.75 2.40 2.43 2.01 
                                                 
19 Satisfaction rates for preparation for managing finances have been very low in past surveys: 2003-25%;  
2004-26%; 2005-25%; 2006-21%; 2007-22%. 
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Financial Life Skills 
 
In previous surveys, the graduates did not feel that their high school education had prepared 

 to manage their finances. To assess the recent graduates’ current financial life sk
their high school experience to prepare them to manage their finances, the 2007 Survey had 
added 13 questions. The BCSC developed these questions in consultation with the rese

 and the school district.  

ancial life skills? “Financial life skills” encompass the practical knowledge that is 
anaging your financial life. It is the knowing where to get and how to analyze 

ation. It is also the understanding of basic financial principles like savings, budgeting, 
and planning. It is the ability and the confidence to make sound consumer and investm

In the 20 hours of Planning 10: Finances, students:  learn financial literacy skills and 
knowledge, including budgeting, reporting personal income, and awareness of credit and debt; 
investigate the costs and funding sources for education and career options; and develop a 
personal financial plan to support their educational and career goals.  

them ills, and 

arch 
firm
 
What are fin
essential to m
inform

ent 
decisions.  
 

 
ee, 
 

th 
s a 
rs 

 the 
g 

e basic tools they need 

gh School Learning about Managing their F

The BCSC supports the Finances component of Planning 10 by providing teachers with a fr
comprehensive and easy to use teaching resource called “The City: Financial Life Skills for
Planning 10”. The resource’s innovative approach blends the use of fictional characters wi
real-life activities and decisions in a hands-on, activity based format. The resource include
eacher binder of lessons plans, student handouts and an interactive website for both teachet

and students. The BCSC supports teachers using the resource through a province-wide 
training program. The resource has received excellent reviews from both students and 
teachers.  
 
By collaborating with the Central Okanagan School District, the BCSC hopes to evaluate
long-term impact of financial skills education in high school. In other words, does havin
inancial life skills education in school better prepare our youth with thf

to navigate through the financial realities of adulthood?  

Hi inances 
 
I  preparation n d or e all  w
taken the required Career and Personal Plan  and . du d 
have taken Planning 10: Finances (see course description above or B.C. Ministry of 
Education, http://www.bced. rp/plan10.pdf).   
 
The survey asked the graduat ch did they learn in high school about managing their 
f  Forty-fiv rcent repo  learning ttle; 24% rted learn  
and 21% reported learning nothing in high school about managing their finances.   
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managing their finances in high school compared to the 2006 graduates.  On a scale of  
= nothing to 4= a great deal, the average for all grads was 2.11 of a possible 4. 20 The 

 in High School by Graduation Year, 

1
average of the 2006 grads was only 1.84, while the average for 2008 grads was 2.33.  The 
course work in Planning 10: Finances may account for the difference between the 2008 and 
2006 graduates. Table 11 and Figure 10 present the results by graduation year. 
 
Table 11: Amount Learned
  Percentage within each Graduation Year 
 

 Amount Learned In High School Re Managing Finances  
Grad 
Year 

I can’t 
remember Nothing A little 

A fair 
amount 

A great 
deal 

Total 
Grads 

7% 34% 43% 15% 2% 100% 2006 
2008 6% 11% 46% 32% 5% 100% 
All Grads  6% 21% 45% 24% 4% 100% 

 
Figure 10: Amount Learned in High School about Managing Finances,  

by Graduation Year  
 

 
 

                                                 
20 Those who didn’t remember how much they learned in high school about managing finances were not counted 
in the averages.   
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As Figure 11 shows, graduates tended to be neutral in their satisfaction with their high school 

 

 

 

preparation for managing finances. 
 
Figure 11: Satisfaction with High School Preparation for Managing Finances 
 

 
Figure 12 shows that the year of graduation influenced the satisfaction rating for their 
preparation for managing finances. The more recent 2008 grads tended to be more satisfied.  

Figure 12: Satisfaction with Preparation for Managing Finances, by Graduation Year 
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Figure 13 illustrates how gender influenced satisfaction rating. Males tended to be more 
satisfied while more females tended to answer neutral satisfaction.  

 
 

re in high school about 
 

 
Figure 13: Satisfaction with Preparation for Managing Finances, by Gender 
 

 

As shown in Figure 14, those who reported that they had learned mo
managing finances also reported higher satisfaction with their preparation for managing
finances.  
 
Figure 14: Amount Learned in High School and Satisfaction Rating for High School 

Preparation for Managing Finances 
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Financial Plan 
 
A financial plan is a written document that organizes long term expenses and incom
dentifies possible assets/resources, and outlines the steps needed to meet financial

e, 
 goals. In 

the achievem

 

Transitiona

i
Planning 10: Finances, students are expected to develop a personal financial plan to support 

ent of education and career goals  (see B.C. Ministry of Education, 
http://www.bced.gov.bc.ca/irp/plan10.pdf).  

A written financial plan was a requirement for graduation in 2008. For the 2006 graduates 
who took CAPP, it is difficult to assess their definition and exposure to financial plans.  

l Financial Plan 

The 2008 survey asked graduates if they had written a financial plan to help in their transition 
 high school. In the total sample of 359 graduates, 191 (53%) had written a transitional 

financial plan while 168 (47%) had not. In the 2007 survey that surveyed 2005 and 2007 
nly 37% had written a transitional financial plan. Figure 15 illustrates the 

tage of all graduates who had written a transitional financial plan.  

Figure 15: Percentage of Graduates Who Wrote a Transitional Financial Plan 
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Statistically, the 2008 graduates were much more likely to have written a transitional financial 
lan. Of all grads who had written a transitional financial plan, 82% were 2008 grads; only 

 

accord 8 graduates, who experienced 
 integrated in all schools.  

lan. 
 

p
18% were 2006 grads. As Figure 16 shows, only 21% of the 2006 grads had written a 
financial plan, compared to 79% of the 2008 grads.  
 
Figure 16: Transitional Financial Plan, by Graduation Year  
 

 
When one examines the rate of transitional financial plans done by graduates of different high 
schools, there is no statistical difference among schools for the 2008 grads. However, there is 
a significant difference for the 2006 grads in different schools. The percentage of 2006 grads 
who did write a transitional plan ranged from 0 to 50% depending on the school attended. For 
the 2006 grad class, the exposure of students to financial planning would have varied 

ing to different teachers and guest speakers. For the 200
Planning 10, writing a transitional financial plan is now more fully
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Current Written Financial Plan 
 
Overall, fewer grads have a current financial plan than had written a transitional financial 
lan. Figure 17 shows that only 126 of the 359 graduates (35%) 21 have a current financial 

 

re likely 
 have a current financial plan. Perhaps the survey did not adequately define financial plan or 

perhaps the 2008 graduates who wrote a transitional financial plan viewed it only as a school 
exercise.  
 

                                                

p
plan while 233 (65%) do not.  
 
Figure 17: Percentage of Graduates with a Current Written Financial Plan 
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Neither gender nor graduation year accounted for who had current financial plans.  
Surprisingly those who wrote a transitional financial plan in high school were no mo
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21 In the 2007 survey, only 29% of graduates had a current financial plan. 
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Those who did not have a current financial plan were asked the reason behind this. In their 
 of those graduates said they did not need a financial plan, 

3% didn’t know how, and 11% did not find it useful.  Eleven (5%) of the 233 grads who 

o Current Financial Plan 

 
 
 

were m re likely to say that they don’t need a financial plan or don’t find a financial plan 
useful. Having just graduated, they may have written a transitional financial plan and their 
financial situation may seem less complicated. 2006 grads were more likely to say they didn’t 

lanning 

replies shown in Figure 18, 54%
1
answered this question as “other” gave no reason for not having a current financial plan. 
 
Figure 18: Reason Given for N
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Reason Given for No Current Financial Plan

Gender did not account for any differences in the reasons given. However, reasons for not 
having a current financial plan did differ with the year of graduation. The 2008 graduates 

o

know how, or didn’t know what a financial plan was.  The 2006 grads did not take P
10 and so probably were not exposed to financial plans. Figure 19 illustrates the different 
reasons given for not having a current financial plan, according to the year of graduation.  
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Figure 19: Reason Given for No Current Financial Plan, by Graduation Year 
 

 

Credit Card 

Only 152 (42%) of the 359 graduates have a credit card, 207 (58%) do not. As might be 
expected, 2006 grads were more likely to have a credit card. As shown in Figure 20, 72% of 
2006 grads have a credit card while only 18% of 2008 grads have a credit card. Credit cards 
were owned almost equally by males and females.  

 

igure 20: Credit Card by Graduation Year 
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Almost all grads (96%) with a credit card reported they pay off the balance every month; only 
ix (4%) do not. Four grads (1%) have parents who are responsible for the credit card 

paym
 

te 

 

 

Saving

s
ents; these four grads did know their credit card interest rate. 

Those with credit cards were asked the annual interest rate on their most used credit card; 
their responses are illustrated in Figure 21. Assuming that most credit cards charge an annual 
interest rate of 18-25%, 38% did know the correct rate. Thirty percent underestimated the ra
charged and 2% overestimated the rate charged. Thirty percent admitted to not knowing the 
interest rate charged. Neither grad year nor gender made any difference in the responses.  

Figure 21: Annual Credit Card Interest as Stated by Graduates with Credit Cards 

 

 

 

jority (321 or 89%) of grads said they are saving their money. Neither gender nor grad 
ade a statistical difference in whether grads were saving or not.  

 
Typically graduates are saving for schooling (47%), specific purchases (27%), travel (23%), 
and long term needs (22%). The 24 graduates, who were saving for something else, were non- 
specific; they were just saving, for the future. Six of these did mention investment type 
savings. Table 12 presents the savings priorities identified by the two grad years.  
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Table 12: Saving, by Graduation Year 
 

 Saving for:  
Grad Other Long Term Travel Specific  
Year Needs Purchase Grads* 

Schooling Total 

2006 10 34 35 38 60 177 
2008 14 36 39 47 91 227 
Totals 24 

(8%) 
70 

(22%) 
74 

(23%) 
85 

(27%) 
151 

(47%) 
404 

*Total responses equals 404 as many grads listed several saving priorities 

Saving for Retirement  
 
As an open question, the graduates were asked when they might start saving for retirem

times further clarification was needed to elicit a response that indicated a stage of life. 

jority (292 or 81%) planned to save for retirement and have a time frame for starting 
their retirement savings, 67 (17%) did not.  Over one-third of all grads (137 or 38%) said they 
would start saving now for retirement; another 86 (24%) said when they get a good job. Fifty-
three (15%) said they didn’t have to think about it now, and another 14 (4%) who were 
identified in the “other’ timeframe group had no real plan to save. The remaining 7 grads in 
the “other” group did have a future plan for retirement saving. 

Both grad year and gender made a difference with the plan for retirement saving. Table 13 
shows when gender and grad year groups would start their retirement savings. Males were 
more likely to save now while females were more likely to have a delayed plan for retirem
saving. The 2006 grads were more likely to start saving now for retirement. The more
2008 grads were more likely not to think about it yet.  

Table 13: Saving for Retirement, by Graduation Year and Gender 

Start Saving for Retirement 

ent.  
Some
 
The ma

 

ent 
 recent 

 

 
 
 Now Get a 

good Job 
Don’t 

Need To 
Think 

When 
Schooling 

is Paid 

When 
Start a 
family 

Other 

About 
That Now 

Off 

Total Count  137   86  53  36  26  21 
% of Total  38% 24% 15% 10% 7% 6% 

       
% of  2006 grads 45% 25% 10% 11% 6% 3% 
% of  2008 grads 32% 23% 19% 10% 8% 8% 
       
% of  Female 36% 28% 16% 12% 7% 2% 
% of  Male 41% 20% 14% 9% 8% 9% 
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Investment Skills 
 
Investment information is now introduced  10: Finances and so we asked 
gr s if they her ear bout  sk d
responded that they did know where to look to learn more about investing skills. W
possible scale of 1 as strongly disagree to 5 as ngly agre most thre arters
agreed that they knew where to l  to learn a t investing lls, 10% d reed le 16% 
were neutral. The average was 3.94 out of a h
com ith the ent. Figure 22 
il

arning More about Investing Skills 

 

 in Planning
aduate  knew w e to look to l n more a  investing ills. The gra uates 

ith a 
 stro e, al e qu  (74%) 

ook bou  ski isag , whi
possible 5. W
egree o

en gender and grad years were 
ement wpared, there w  differences in the d f agre

lustrates the responses for all graduates.  
ere no  statem
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Buying Habits 

. 
 buy 
r 

 
The year of graduation and whether they were saving money did not account for any 
differences in buying habits. However, as Figure 24 shows, females were more likely to wait 
for sales while males tended to research items. Males also were more likely to buy on 
impulse. 
 
Figure 24: Buying Habits, by Gender 
 

 

 
Asked to describe their buying habits, many respondents illustrated critical thinking skills
More than two-thirds (71%) save, research prices and quality, or wait for sales. Only 28%
on impulse if they wanted an item. Three male respondents (<1%) said they buy due to pee
pressure. Figure 23 illustrates the buying habits of all respondents.  
 
Figure 23: Buying Habits 
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Fraud Awareness 

 

d and protect them from 
vices, and against outright fraud.  

 

fraud.  
 

 
 

 
One way the BCSC protects investors is to educate the public against fraud and to give them
the tools they need to ask the right questions before making investment decisions. Part of the 
BCSC’s education program is aimed at youth. The BCSC believes that learning personal 
financial concepts early, for example in high school, will arm young people with the basic 
tools they need to navigate through the financial realities of adulthoo
incompetent or unethical ad
 
To assess the graduates’ knowledge of fraud the survey gave four potential signs of fraud and 
asked the graduates to identify which might be signs of fraud. Sometimes grads weren’t sure; 
these were recorded as not identified as a sign of fraud.  

The results show that the graduates have good, but incomplete, knowledge of the signs of 
fraud. Only 195 (54%) of the 359 graduates correctly identified all four potential signs of 
fraud. “An offer with no written information” was the most frequently chosen sign of fraud. 
“Guaranteed returns with no risk” was the least frequently chosen sign of fraud.  Table 14 and 
Figure 25 present the numbers of graduates who identified each of the four potential signs of 

Table 14: Identifying Signs of Potential Fraud 

Signs Of Potential Fraud 

 Guaranteed 
Returns with  No 

Risk 
Push to 

Buy Now 
Secret 

Information 
Inform

Offered 

A Strong Offer based on No Written 
ation is 

Number responding 
“Yes, co

259 285 290 308
uld be a sign 

 

of Fraud ” 

Percentage of 
graduates  

72% 79% 81% 

 

86% 
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Figure 25: Identified Signs of Potential Fraud 
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Grade as a Money Manager  
 

 

 

s. 

Future Plans 
 
The majority (57%) of all graduates do plan to start a new education or training program, 
while 43% do not plan to do so. 22  Those planning to start a new educational or training 
program will do so within six months (10%), within one year (16%), or after one year (32%). 
Compared to last year’s survey, these grads will delay starting new educational programs.  
Gender and graduation year did not make a difference in the intent to enrol in a new 
educational program.  
 
As might be expected, those who had not previously enrolled in a post –secondary program 
were more likely to state they intend to enrol in new program. Eighty-eight percent of those 
who had not yet taken a post-secondary program do intend to do so. Only 13 (4%) of all grads 
had never enrolled and never intend to enrol in post-secondary education or training.  

                                                

The graduates were asked to grade themselves as a money manager. On a scale of 1 to 5, with 
5 being excellent, the average grade was 3.58. The results in Figure 26 show that while 
confident of their money management skills, the graduates are not overconfident. 

Figure 26: Money Manager Grade 
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The grade as a money manager was not influenced by gender or grad year. Not surprisingly, 
those who are saving money did tend to rate themselves better as money manager
 

 
22 The percentages for those planning to start a new program have varied in previous surveys:  2002 (56%),  
2003 (44%), 2004 (61%), 2005 (55%), 2006 (47%), 2007 (58%).    
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Fourteen (93%) of the fifteen (87%) who had dropped their original post-secondary program 
am. For those still enrolled in a program, 43% will take another 

rogram, while 58% will not. Most (63%) of those who had completed their program do not 

u could tell the School District one thing about how 
our high school experience affected your future what would it be?”  247 (69%) graduates 

lysis are 

 
ple as to gender 

 

 
ing and 

e a broad 
hips, communication, and 

e, so the 
researcher h
comments.  
 
The m %), and 

 

 for more 
is area.  

ENT EXPERIENCE WITH THE PROJECT 

When evaluating the project all seven students would recommend it to other students. They 

do intend to start a new progr
p
intend to enrol again. 
 
Comments 
 
The final survey question asked "If yo
y
responded to this question. The verbatim comments and the initial thematic ana
included in the supplemental Appendices.  

The respondents who answered closely represented the proportions of the sam
and grad year. The frequency of comments varied according to schools. Graduates from
Kelowna Secondary were the most vocal, while graduates from Rutland Senior Secondary 
were least vocal.   

In the initial thematic analysis, the researcher labelled the themes as career plann
counselling, curriculum, life skills, preparation, teachers and general. Preparation was 
subdivided into preparation for life, post-secondary, and work. “Life skills” becam
classification containing sub themes of personal growth, relations
financial life skills.  Occasionally a response contained more than one them

as submitted those comments in all relevant themes, making a total of 263 

ost common themes concerned: general (28%), curriculum (14%), teachers (14
preparation for post-secondary (11%). Eight percent of comments addressed each of
preparation for life, life skills, and career planning/counselling. General preparation received 
only 7 % of the comments while preparation for work received only 2%. Seven graduates 
(less than 2% of all grads) commented on financial life skills; all suggested the need
education in th
 
The comments were also classified as positive, negative, mixed, or suggestions. The 
responses contained 132 (50%) positive comments, 65 (25%) negative comments, and 58 
(22%) suggestions. While not explicit, suggestions frequently come from an unexpressed 
negative perception. Eight (3%) could not be classified as to their intent. The intent of the 
comment was not associated with school, grad year, or gender.   
 

STUD
 
The seven students hired through Project Placement were involved in the survey design and 
data collection. They invested approximately 35 hours and received equivalent work hour 
credits, an honorarium, and a personal letter of reference.  
 

enjoyed the learning, the team work, the reimbursement, and the food!  
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SD No.23 - 2008 Graduate Outcomes Survey   Interview ID#: 

 
What year did you graduate?    2006         1 
         2008         2 

 
First, I would like to ask some questions about your experience in high 
school. 
 
1. While in high school did you receive information about 
       Please reply yes or no for each one.                a) Post-secondary Institutions……………Yes……No 

             b) Choice of post-secondary programs….Yes……No 
                                    c) Work Opportunities……………………..Yes……No 

 
2.  Were you a Career Program student: (1 choice)                                 A Career Prep Student………….. 1 

                                                                                             Secondary School Apprentice……2 
  ACE- IT…………………………….3

                                  No ……………………..4  
(If no, skip to Q.4)                       

            
          

  
                                

3. (If Yes) Did you complete Work Experience in any of those programs?   Yes .............  1 
  No .........…..  2 
 
 
4. What factors contributed to you staying in school & graduating?                                 (Circle all that apply)  

a)  the variety of courses ..…………………………..         Yes   No  
b)  career experiences/explorations ….……………         Yes   No 
c)  school academic expectations and support .….         Yes   No 
d)  noon hour activities and fun school events .…..         Yes   No 
e)  extra curricular school activities/teams...………         Yes   No 
f)  a caring teacher .………………………………….         Yes   No 
g)  a counsellor ………………………………………         Yes   No 
h)  a friend or peer …………………………………..         Yes   No 
i)  a significant adult  (outside of school) …………         Yes   No 

                                                                             j)  other ..……………………………         Yes   No 

Hello! May I please speak with                          .                                    
 
My name is                         . 
 
I am a grade __student and am calling on behalf of School District 23. We are doing 
a phone survey of recent graduates. Your istrict improve  
school programs for future students.  
 
The survey is confidential and will only take about 10 minutes.  
 
Are you willing to participate in the survey? 
 
(If yes) Thanks for helping us. 
 
(Alternate conversation if the person
 
My name is                         .   I am a grade ____ student calling on behalf of SD # 
23.  We are doing a survey of recent gra telephone 
number where I can reach ___________________________?                                  

Do not ask these 
questions verbally. 

 
SCHOOL -    circle one  
G. Elliott GESS…..  1 
KSS………………   .2 
Mt.Boucherie MBS..3 
OKM…………….…. 4 
Rutland RSS……….5 
Other………………. 6 

 
GENDER 
Female ....        1  
Male .........       2 
 
If a graduate chooses 

input will help the school d

 is no longer available at this phone number.)  

duates.  Could you give me a 

not to answer a 
question, mark DNA 
for Did Not Answer. 
 
If they respond  
“don’t know” mark DK  
 
“Others” must always 
have something 
written in the blank  

CAREER PREP: 4 courses tailored to occupational goals, 100-
120 Hours work experience, 1 of 8 career paths & would show 
on Dogwood Diploma 
 
ACE-IT:  Accelerated Enrollment in Industry training – a dual 
credit trade program 
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5.                      

M

with your high school education

Would you say you attended some, most, or all of your classes?             Some ........…1 
    ost…...........2 

All .................3  
 

wo questions now on your general satisfaction T : 
On a scale of 1-10,  with 10 being extremely satisfied,  
 

ll your high school education prepared you for6. How satisfied are you, with how we  lif

ion prepared you for work?         ____ 

tions about your high school experience and you can answ

e (skills)?  _____ 
 
 

. How satisfied are you, with how well your high school educat7  _
 
 
Now, I'm going to ask some ques er satisfied, 
neutral, or dissatisfied.  If a question doesn't apply to you, please let me know.  
 

 

8. How do you feel about your high school's  ...                         satisfied      n
   (PROMPT) a) quality of teaching...       1 
 b) career program advising…  1           

1           

eu

 c) school counselling services…  
    
 olun ering, field trips, presenters)            

e) relevance of courses ...      1              

well did high school prepare you for?                                                 satisfied    neutral   dissatisfied    
                 1 2 3 

 c) working with oth
d) making healthy 

 
 
The terested in exploring further how well 

tral   dissatisfied    
2             3            
2             3           
2             3           

d) opportunities to learn in the community.. 1         
      (eg. V

2             3  

2             3            
te

 
 

. How 9
       (PROMPT)        a) lifelong learning ...     
    b) using technology ...                    1  2 3 

ers ...                   1  2 3   
choices for your physical wellbeing 1 2 3   

       e) sustaining your emotional wellbeing   1  2 3        
f) managing your finances ..                     

 School District is in

                 1 2 3           

high school courses prepared you for 
managing your finances.   
 
10. How much d  learn in high school about managing finances?                       id you

  a) A great deal ............... 1 
b) A
c) A little……
d) Nothing……...............  4 

      
 
12. Do you have a current

 unt.............  2  fair amo
 …..............  3 
 
 e) I can’t remember.......  5 
 
11. Did you write a financial plan to help in your transition from high school to now?   yes ..........  1 

                                               no ............  2 

 written fina
    
   
13. (If no) So you don’t have a financi

 
 
 
 d) don’t need one …………………............4 
 e) don’t know what a financial plan is .…. 5 
                                                             

ncial plan?   yes.............  1 
 no .............  2 

(If yes, skip to Q.14) 
 

al plan – is it because you: 
a) don’t find it useful ………………………1 
b) find it too much work ………................ 2 
c) don’t know how …………………………3 

__________________f) other ......................…...........................6 
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If you have a credit card, do you pay your credit card balance off every month? 14. 
Yes …..…..………
No ……..........…………

alance …….. 3 
…...... 4 

  (If don’t have credit card, skip to Q. 16)              

. 
       What interest rate per year

……............. 1 
………. 2 

  Parents pay the b
Don’t have credit card … 

 
5 Think of the credit card you use the most.    1

   does the credit card company charge you? Is it . .  a) 0-8%............. 1 

n
  b) 9-17%............2 

o ’t prompt (e); accept it only when respondent says “don’t know”)  c) 18-25%..........3 (D
  d) > 25%............4 

..5 

 
 

7. (If yes) What are you s  (
     
 vel … … …. 2 

 Specific 
 d Long-ter

                      ______                                                                  

  e) Don’t know…
 
 
16. Currently, do you save any of your money?    yes .............  1 
 no ..........….  2 
   (If no, skip to Q.18)  
  
1 aving for? Circle all that apply)  

a) Schooling ....................................... 1 
b) Tra ………… ……………
c) purchase (eg. Car, house)...... 3 

 ) m needs……………………4 
e) Other ………………………………5 

wing statement:      
  “I know where to look, to learn more about investing skills.”  D

a) Strongly agree .………………………1 
 re  … …… ….2 
 ither a e nor d gree .. .....3 

d) Somewha isa ree 4 
 

ne.       
  

a) No written information is offered           Yes   No 
w                     Yes   No 

c) Guaranteed high o 
d) Offer is based on o 

 
0. When might you start saving for retirement?_____________________ 

only) 
1 
 
 

d)  When I start a family....
e)  I don’t need to think ab 5 

 
 
18. Tell me how you feel about the follo
     o you 

 
b)
c) Ne gre isa .......

 Somewhat ag e …… ……

 t d g ..........................
e) Strongly disagree .............................5 

 
 
19. When an offer is made to you, what might be signs of fraud? Please reply yes or no for each o

     

b) A strong push to buy no
 returns with no risk    Yes   N
secret information     Yes   N

2      (Do not prompt – one answer 

 a)  Now ………………………………………
 b)  When my schooling is paid off ....……..2
 c)  When I get a good job...........................3
 .........................

o
4 

 ut that now…..

If they don’t know what an offer is – say  
“An opportunity to invest or buy” 

We are looking for stage of life. If they answer “in my 
30s” – ask –“ What might be going on in your life at 
that time?”   

                                                  __________________           f)  Other .…………………………………….6 
 
 
21. What best describes your buying habits?   You…   

  
  
  

 
 

a)  buy things you see and want ……......…1
b)  buy things because of peer pressure.....2
c)  wait for sales ……..………………………3

 d)  research items for quality and pricing ....4
 e)  save for things.………….........................5
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22. Give yourself a grade as a money manager: Are you….   a) Excellent …………...........1 

  
  
 

  b) Better than most…...........2 
  c) Could be better …............3 

d) Easy spender ……...........4 
e) Always broke ….…...........5 

 
ow, I would like to ask you about your present situationN  

 
 
23. How do you spend the majority of your time now?                                     

Working… ………………....1 
  school……….…2 Attending

_____________________________________________________

 

 Other……

ation or t ining program

………………….3 
 
 
24. Since graduating, have you enrolled in an educ ra  of         

  

rompt)      UBC-O …

 
(W e full name of institution, ask for clarity if needed.) 
 
 O
 

_ ____________

yes .............  1 
         any kind?  no .............  2 

 (If no, Skip to Q.31) 
 
 
25. Through what institution?  (Do not p ……………....... 1

 UBC, UVIC, SFU.............. 2 
OC……………….............. 3 

……............rite th BCIT……… ..  4 
Other University ………….5

ther College/University College........... 6 
Other Technology School …………..…. 7 

Apprenticeship . .............. 8  
 Other Private Institution ………...............9 
 _______                    ____________________ __ Other ………….............  10

26. Would that program lead to a 
  degree, diploma, certificate, or upgrading?           

 
 

7. Are you still enrolled, or have you completed or dropped   Still enrolled ............  1 

 
 
28. O what influenced your  

 
 
 

degree.............  1 
diploma/certificate .............  2 

upgrading……..  3 

 
2
        that program? Completed …………  2 
 Dropped ……………  3 

ther than yourself, who or (No prompt - circle all that apply.                                
choice of post secondary programs? A

 a)
2 

d:  
  How satisfied are you with how well your high school e
  for post- secondary education?                                     

sk "Anyone or anything else?")   
 Peers, friends……………………..1 

     b) Teachers..…………………………
 c) High school counsellors    ……….3 
 d) Parents……………………………..4 
 

I
p
f more than one program, use first 
rogram out of high school. 

e) Other relatives…   ………………..5 
 f) Money (cost, scholarship) ………..6 
 g) Location (convenience) ………….7 

h) On line research ………………….8 
(who/what)______________________________________ i) Other ……………………………….9 

(If grad gives a name – eg Mr Smith - Ask  “and he is  ….?” to clarify the  relationship – does this fit any of our categories?)  
 
 
29. On a scale of 1-10, with 10 being extremely satisfie

ducation prepared you  
                                     _______ 
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3  with  school prepared you for: 0. More specifically, are you satisfied, neutral, dissatisfied,  how high

 
a) studying            
b) preparing for & writing exams  1 2 3  

  1 2 3  
ndary   1 2 3  

e) researching information   1 2 3             
1 2 3 

HESE QUESTIONS TO ALL GRADUATES 

satisfied  neutral   dissatisfied   
 1 2 3  
 
 c) writing papers        

d) using technology in post seco 
 
 f) working in project teams             
 
T
 
31. Do you plan to start a new educational or training program?   Yes – within 6 months............1 

Yes – within a year.................2 

No.....................

2. Describe your current

 
 Yes – after a year...................3 
 .....................4 
 
3  employment situation:   Working part-time (29 hrs or < paid work per week) .…..1 

Working full-time (30 
Unemployed and lo

  Unemployed and no

   hrs or > paid work per week) …..2 
               oking for work ……..………3 
 t looking for work ………… 4 
  

3. In high school did you set 3 career goals for yourself? 
 yes ............. 1  

Grads may be familiar with the                    no ..............2  terms - Plan A/Plan B                                          
 (If No, Skip to 37) 
 

e still your goals?  yes ..........….. 1 34. Are thos
 no ............…. 2 

id you? 
 Interests changed.

No job opportunities ………...............2 
Training was too expensive ..............3 
Training was n

__________________________________    

 
                (If Yes, Skip to 36) 
 
35. 

 …………………  1 
If you changed your career/educational goals why d

 
 
 ot available ................4 
                ________ Other ...........  

6. In high school, did you select courses

.....................................5
 
 
3  related to your career & life goals? yes ………… 1 

 

 made a successful transition

    no .............   2 

 
37. In your opinion have you  from hig

8. One final question:  If you could tell the School District one thi

h school to what you are doing now? 
Yes.……………..1 
Somewhat..…… 2 
No …………….. 3 

 
3 ng about how your high school 

experience affected your future, what would that be? 
 

 
(If th s will be  
by a researcher and submitted to the Superintendent of SD#23. Your input will be used to evaluate and plan school 
programs. The report will be posted on the SD website:  www.sd23.bc.ca) 

 
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey with me.   

ey ask:  Your responses will be entered and analyzed with approximately 330 others. The finding  summarized
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